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Senior farewells

Up, up and away

Graduating Opinion editor
shares his thoughts. A6

A female aviation student
soars above and beyond. B6

Student
injured
in battle

Making the Global Night Commute
Filmmakers
reveal "Invisible
Children"

By Joanne Tang
NEWS EDITOR

By Joanne Tang
NEWS EDITOR

The humidity is at a peak,
soaring above the balmy 78
degree temperature. The
sun is exceedingly bright,
reflecting off the bright
green
of
surrounding
shrubbery and trees. To
many westerners, Uganda
is another African country
on the map — faceless and
nameless.
To filmmakers Jason
Russell, Bobby Bailey and
Laren Poole, there are
many faces and many
names. They didn't plan on
seeing those faces, or learning those names, but they
did, and they brought them
back with them in film,
hoping to spread the word
of the crisis they saw in
Uganda, find people to help
their cause and to use their
talent to encourage those
who have a desire to spread
the gospel to do so, in
Uganda.
Three young California film
students, Russell, Bailey and
Poole were in Sudan, in 2003,
to make a documentary, when
a detour took them into northern Uganda.
Jolly Okot, an Acholi
woman, wanted to shed light
on the plight of thousands of
children who were living on
the streets, without homes and
without an education.
Uganda first saw political
uprising in 1962 when it
became an independent
nation. Through political
coups, military takeovers,
allegedly rigged elections,
and only two presidents
despite more than 40 years of
liberation, the people of
Uganda are largely poor and
have few resources.
Please see CHILDREN, page A3

ADAM BISHOP

A MONUMENTAL OCCASION — More than 500 students and Lynchburg residents walked downtown and slept there the entire night.

Sleeping on the
streets of Lynchburg
By Huong Nguyen
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Most of our parents know exactly
where they were or what they were
doing when President Kennedy was
assassinated. And most of us can
recall where we were when the fateful attacks on 9/11 occurred. For
more than 500 Liberty students and
Lynchburg residents, April 29, 2006
will be remembered as the night
they
walked
to
downtown
Lynchburg and slept on the steps of
Monument Terrace. Insignificant as
that may sound, this was a hopeful
act of demonstration in response to
one of the worst humanitarian crisis
in the world today.
On Saturday evening, nearly

60,000 people gathered in over 130
cities across the country for the
Global Night Commute (GNC), a
movement organized by the
Invisible Children Inc. organization.
The non-profit group formed in
2004 after three young filmmakers
from California ventured to Africa
in the spring of 2003. Upon their
travels, the trio was exposed to a
tragedy that, according to the organization's press release, "disgusted
and inspired" them.
The film they produced, "Invisible
Children: Rough Cut," is a documentary that depicts the effects of a
war that has been going on for 20
years, where children in northern
Uganda are both the weapons and
the victims.
According to Invisible Children
Inc.'s fact sheet, there are an estimated 20,000-50,000 children
abducted to fight as soldiers, as well

as 1.7 million people forcibly displaced. With the Lord's Resistance
Army fighting against the Ugandan
government with methods of anything other than peace, joining the
rebel army is hardly a voluntary
choice. Abducting children and
brainwashing them to be coldhearted killers is the only way to
keep this resistance army going.
Mimicking the nightly commute
that thousands of Ugandan children
are forced to make in order to survive and hide from the rebel army,
the GNC's tagline is "Americans are
closing their eyes to open the
worlds' (eyes) to an unseen war."
These nightly commutes often
require miles of walking to the nearest city and sleeping on the streets
that are overcrowded by other
"commuters."

Private
First
Class
Robert Blanchard, former
Liberty student, is recovering at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center in Wash^
ington, D.C., after being
injured in Afghanistan. His
injuries consisted of arteri-i
al damage to his lower leg
and nerve and bone damage. According to a News
and Advance article, a
grenade exploded near the
border of Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
Blanchard was taken to a
military medical center in
Germany after leaving
Afghanistan,
and was
transported to Walter Reed
last week.
The damage sustained to
his leg required three surgeries to clean and he is
able to wiggle his toes,
according to the News and
Advance.
According to the same
article, Blanchard, 21,
attended Liberty for one
year, then joined the army
in 2005. A Lynchburg
native, Blanchard graduated from Heritage High
School
and
attended
Heritage United Methodist
Church, where he was the
president of the youth
group.
His mother, Lisa Eberhardt, lives in Lynchburg,
and his father, Gary
Blanchard, lives in Appomattox.
"For his condition, he is
in very good spirits," said
Whit Eberhardt, Blanchard's stepfather, to the
News and Advance.
Contact Joanne Tang at
jtang@liberty.edu.

Please see GNC, page A3

Falwell's shoes to be put on eBay
B
RobertSisk
Sisk
ByyRobert

bers of
of Liberty.
Liberty. One
Oneitem
item will
will be
be Dr. David
bers
DeWitt's lab coat.
"We are auctioning it off as a Halloween cosThe students of the CRST 390: Origins class tume because his bio-chemistry tests are so
will "kick off' a fundraising campaign to open frightening that they are known to cause scithe Creation Studies Museum. Chancellor ence majors to shake in their shoes,"
Jerry Falwell has donated his shoes to be auc- Franulovich said.
tioned on eBay.
The class hopes to gain more ideas and will
The class has decided to have two auction be accepting ideas for things to be featured on
series. Dr. Falwell's shoes will be featured in the auction block. If there are any suggestions
the first auction, which will occur during finals or you would like to be involved,
at
afranulovich
week. The second auction will be from a secret contact Franulovich
celebrity whose identity will be revealed at the @liberty.edu.
time of the auction.
Contact Robert Sisk at rjsisk@liberty.edu.
According to senior Angela Franulovich
secret celebrity auctions have been the newest
fad on eBay. Now these creation studies students hope to raise some of the $500,000
required to get the Museum open.
"I consider a biblical understanding of creationism is foundational and necessary to a
vital relationship with Jesus Christ," Falwell
said. "The Gospel of Christ is ineffective and
unnecessaiy if evolution is true and there was
no fall in the garden. Liberty University's
uniqueness begins with biblical creationism."
The second auction will feature items like
SHANK SOMI'.KS
used T-shirts and coffee cups donated by memNEWS REPORTER

IN HIS SHOES — Students hope to raise money.
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/^fwwiiW starring a a r o n bennett
I'm not going to lie - this is a difficult intrigue from my personal life. I finally got
article to write. It is supposed to be my the bill for all of my tickets. I think it was in
swan song, or for those non-literary types, the $200 range. A mere $200 for free parkmy farewell column. If anyone has ever ing, breathless excitement, and a real sense
seen a season finale to a popular show, you of rebel-inspired adventure. Was it worth
know the last one is where all the pressure it? Well.... It doesn't matter now.
rides. In recent years there have been some
My final advice about going to the gym triumphs and some failures in this depart- give up the gym with all the big guys. It will
ment. For example, let's all remember only depress you. You will never be them.
Seinfeld.
Find an off-campus friend (in my case, the
legendary
Justin Oliver) whose apartment
The most anticipated series finale of the
decade. Every guest star made themselves complex facilities have free-weights, a
available for this show, creating swirling decent cable machine, and most important—• —
——
——
— — • - ~ — - — — — ^ ly.... gigantic televihype that reached near- —
-—
* •^—
sions
hysteria. Then....they all
My final advice about
- Life wil] b e
wound up in jail.
sweeter and the little
Really? Jail?? I invest- going to the gym - give up bumps on your arms
ed 11 years of my adolesthe gym with all the big will finally be able to
cent Thursday nights to
swell in peace.
see the quirky lunatics guys, It will only depress
In other Star Wars
end up in jail. Oh well,
You
will
never
be
news:
Michael Miller,
you.
there's always syndicaassistant
to Dwayne
them.
tion. Then, there is the
Carson, is Han Solo
finale to FRIENDS. I'd rate it a modest suc- (now you know I'm getting sentimental),
cess. Sure, Ross ended up with Rachel, but Ergun Caner is Chewbacca (idea submitted
by that point, did ANYONE care? And by Matt Berman), and as far as the fair
come on, what about Joey and Phoebe?
princess - well, I'm afraid that's just my
However, (and getting to the point of this own business, now isn't it.
tirade) I believe the best finales are the ones
Now for the sentimental credits. I'm
that recall the best elements of the pro- graduating in a matter of days, and for
gram, while gently adding fresh perspec- some reason, my college freshman brother
tive. In my final article (fingers crossed), is the one going on a multi-hundred-dollar
I'll attempt to do just that.
cruise to Mexico. That's cool - I'm not bitOh, the 90s. How I loved that edition (it ter. But I digress. I've still got the
will probably go down in the history books). Junior/Senior banquet that I attended with
But in my constant re-reading of my own my frequent co-star, Andrea Grille That's
work, I realized I left something out to love good enough for me.
and miss about this decade. Does this ring
Well, there you have it. I made it through
any bells: "It's Friday night, and moon is an entire semester of this column - the
bright. Blah, blah, blah, blah, let's have laughs and heartaches, the ups and downs.
some fun - T. G. I. F." Oh how I miss Urkel, And guess what? We made it through withand Corey, and Shawn, and...Balkie? TV out a single tag-line. And that's What The
was fun back then.
Funny Thing Is.
Well...almost.
The parking ticket issue? Eh, eh?
Remember that one? I can't say that I
regret registering my car. It has removed a
Contact Aaron Bennett atjabennett@libcertain amount of mystery, drama, and erty.edu.

Changes to next year
the area."
"Honestly, I would rather get out of school
earlier than have an extra week for Christmas
break. Christmas break was long enough," said
Heidi Nichols.
The new schedule will boost commencement
day to the following week. The changes will
also allow students an extra day off before
exams to prepare, and will limit the number of
exams a student will potentially have on a
given day.
The main reason for these changes is to
influence our community in a better way.
Because Lynchburg has so many colleges, it is
difficult for hotels and local restaurants to keep
up with the large crowds.
"This is meant to be a positive gesture to the
business community," said Dr. Boyd Rist,
provost. He also added that this would help
parents make hotel accommodations in the
Lynchburg area.

By Benjamin Lesley
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The spring of 2007 is undergoing some big
schedule changes.
Several offices at Liberty met together this
past week to discuss the changes. The new academic calendar will provide students with a
week added at the end of winter break.
Students will also receive a break on Easter
Monday.
Most students seem to be in favor of an
Easter break.
"(A break) for Easter would be great." She.
went on to say, "People want to spend Easter
with their families, and it's hard to do without
any days off," said Meredith Norton.
There are mixed feelings about the final
week being added at the end of the year.
Bradley Day said, "It's a great idea with the
increasing student population because it gives
the parents of graduating students more
options of places to stay since graduation will
Contact Benjamin Lesley at balesley@libernot be the same weekend as other colleges in ty.edu.
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when they decide to stay at Liberty.
With the program, Brady is targeting very
good student service and the delivery of accurate information, as well as a more efficient
and convenient experience.
In developing the new model, 19 comparable schools' academic advising practices were
examined, including Lynchburg College, Penn
State, the University of Virginia, and Virginia
Tech. Virginia Tech influenced the new
Liberty model more than any other school,
Brady said.
In addition to examining other academic
institutions, the university is doing its best to
implement the best practice recommendations from industry pacesetters, specifically
the National Academic Advising Association,
or NACADA. The NACADA is, according to
their website, "an association of professional
advisors, counselors, faculty, administrators
and students working to enhance the educational development of students."
The quality of faculty advising across the
campus was "uneven," said Brady. He also
remarked that about one-third of faculty at.
Liberty have been hired in the past few years,
and some faculty may not be aware of the
requirements within their department.
The new model was largely the "brainchild"
of Barbara Sherman and a task force working
with her. Sherman, former head of the
Bruckner Learning Center, now heads the
Center for Academic Support and Advising
Services and did an outstanding job of leading
the whole effort, according to Brady.
"Ultimately the student is responsible for
following through on the requirement to complete a degree," said Brady.

By Matthew Warner
NEWS REPORTER

A new collaborative academic advising
model will take effect July 1, 2006, fully
impacting all undergraduate incoming and
returning students this coming semester.
The new academic advising model will offer
substantial improvements over the previous
method in which faculty performed the role of
academic advising. The new method will "be
as good or better than what you would get anywhere," said Jon Brady, Director of Advising
at Liberty University. "We are very excited."
Originally advising was "a faculty responsibility... so that students benefitted from personal, spiritual, academic, and professional
mentoring by faculty," said Brady. However,
the mentoring function of faculty was "being
crowded out" by other responsibilities.
Replacing the faculty will be a team of 14
full-time professional academic advisors.
The removal of advising from faculty
responsibility will offer them more freedom to
fulfill their "more specialized role of mentoring students toward personal, spiritual, academic, and professional growth," said Brady.
Specific advantages of the new program will
be having professional advisors available
throughout the day and possibly even during
evening hours, which will make scheduling
easier. The new advisors will also double as
Graduation Coordinators, freeing up the
Registrars Office to focus on'other responsibilities.
"The bottom line is student retention," said
Brady, who is also in charge of the new program's budget. With 14 full-time staff, an
administrative assistant and several support
staff, the new budget will be large, but "the
Contact
Matthew
idea will pay for itself in student retention,"
said Brady, as well as maintain the opportuni- mjwarner@liberty.edu.
ty for the university to minister to students

The Champion is available online at:
www.libeily.edu/info/champion.
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New 2006-2007 calendar
FIRST SEMESTER
August 7-11, Monday-Friday
Faculty Orientation
August 14, Monday
Residence halls open
Dining Hall opens for lunch
Financial check-in and orientation for
new, transfer, and former undergradu
ate students (Required)
August 15-22, Tuesday-Tuesday
Orientation and Freshman Seminar (FRSM)
Required for all new, transfer and former
undergraduate students
Registration for new, transfer and former
undergraduate students
August 21, Monday
,
Financial check-in for returning, former,
graduate and Seminary Students
Registration for returning and former stu
dents
August 22, Tuesday
Registration for returning and former stu
dents
August 23, Wednesday
Classes begin 8 a.m.
Late registration begins
August 30, Wednesday
Opening Convocation
Last day to register
Last day to add or drop a class with no
grade, after today "W" or "WF"
Last day to adjust tuition
October 31, Tuesday
Last day to drop with a "W" or "WF"
After today, "F"
November 17, Friday
Thanksgiving vacation begins after last class.
Dining Hall closed
November 27, Monday
Classes resume, 8 a.m.
December 6, Wednesday
Last day of classes
December 7, Thursday
Reading Day
December 8-14, Friday - Thursday
Final Examinations
December 14, Thursday
First semester ends
Dining Hall closes after dinner
December 21, Thursday
Final grades due, 4 p.m

INTERCESSION
January 8-January 19
SECOND SEMESTER
January 15, Monday
Residence halls open
Dining Hall opens for lunch
Financial check-in and orientation for new,
transfer, and former undergraduate students
(Required)
January 16-20, Tuesday-Saturday
Orientation and Freshman Seminar (FRSM)
Required for all new, transfer and former
undergraduate students
Registration for new, transfer and former
undergraduate students
January 18, Thursday
Financial check-in for returning, former,
graduate and Seminary Students
Registration for returning and former students
January 19, Friday
Registration for returning and former students
January 22, Monday
Classes begin, 8 a.m.
January 29, Monday
La.t day to register
Last day to add or drop a class with no grade,
after today "W" or "WF"
Last day to adjust tuition
March 9, Friday
Spring vacation begins after last class
March 12-16, Monday-Friday
Spring Intensives
March 19, Monday
Classes resume, 8 a.m.
March 30, Friday
Last day to drop with a "W" or "WF"
After today, "F^
April 4, Wednesday
Annual Assessment Day
April 9, Monday
Easter Holiday
May 9, Wednesday
Last day of classes
May 10, Thursday
Reading Day
May 11-17, Friday - Thursday
Final Examinations
May 18, Friday
Baccalaureate Service
May 19, Saturday
Commencement, 9:30 a.m.
Second semester ends
Residence halls close
Dining Hall closes after lunch
May 24, Thursday
Final grades due, 4 p.m.
May 23-25, Wednesday - Friday
Faculty Workdays
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Student puts his focus on film

Rabbi speaks in convocation
While Yaffi drew cheers when he addressed
issues such as personal responsibility and faith
in the family, many of his message points did
Rabbi Eric Yaffi became the first rabbi to not agree with the student body. Yaffi comspeak at Wednesday's convocation. Yaffi, the mented WSET about the "murmuring...which
president for the Union of Reformed Judaism was only to be expected" among the audience
is a self-proclaimed, "liberal religious during his address. "Most of these kids have
spokesperson." Yaffi addressed about 9,000 probably never heard a rabbi," Yaffi told WSET
students and faculty. Yaffi, who supports in an interview.
homosexual marriage and abortion in some
"I didn't agree with him about his interpretacases, believes that abortion is a woman's right tion of the Bible," said Freshman Brandon
to choose.
Weatherford. While Weatherford disagrees
The gist of Yaffi's message was tolerance and with Yaffi, he as well as many others understand the importance of Yaffi's visit. They
the peaceful coexistence of the two religions.
"I can believe what I believe without calling accept the address as an opportunity for the
you a homophobic bigot. You can do the same gospel to be shared in several Jewish synawithout calling me a...baby killer," Yaffi told gogues.
the audience. Chancellor Jerry Falwell admonBoth Falwell and Rabbi Yaffi understand
ished that while people may disagree on many that students at Liberty, as well as students
things, there is still room for common ground. across the country are the future leaders of
"It's only uninformed Christians and Jews America. Yaffi and Dr. Falwell both acknowlwho want a war going all the time," Falwell told edge that evangelical Christians make up an
ABC 13 WSET-TV in an interview with reporter important part of the American population.
Josh Farmer.
"I think everyone learned something
Initially, the openly liberal speaker surprised through this," Falwell told WSET.
many students. ,.
"I wasn't impressed with him," said freshContact Jennifer Maxfield atjmaxfield@libman Tom Prusak.
erty.edu.
By Jennifer Maxfield

"We just started brainstorming back and
forth. We weren't getting anywhere...so we
decided to listen to music," said Rossbacher.
The two listened to classical music and wrote
down the images that came into their minds.
The idea for the film finally came while listening to Mozart's "Don Giovanni" Overture,
which is about a man who wakes up in a
monotonous black and white world until he
meets someone who changes everything.
"It has a lot of metaphorical meaning to it,"
said Rossbacher. "We started with the music
and the story came from the music, not the
other way around."
"If I wanted to direct film, be noticed, then I
wanted to get it (the film) out there. That's why
I was entering it in festivals. If you win festivals
or become a semi-finalist in festivals then it
gives you a little more credibility," said
Rossbacher.
Right now Rossbacher is on an accelerated
track towards graduating. He is currently
working on his next project, a short film called
"Binding" about a socially awkward male who
works in a bookstore and experiences a series
of unbelievable events. Rossbacher plans to
continue to look for competitions in which to
enter his films.

By Tanya Wholly
NEWS REPORTER

NEWS REPORTER

At the University of Virginia, April is a time
for filmmakers to put the final touches on their
work and present their films in the annual
Salmagundi Film Festival. This year, Liberty
student Justin Rossbacher competed with student filmmakers
across Virginia and entered his
short film "Focus" in the festival. Though Rossbacher's film
did not win, the festival was an
interesting experience for
ROSSBACHER Rossbacher and allowed him to
get his film into the public arena.
Rossbacher is a sophomore speech communications major with a strong passion for the
art of communication, especially in the area of
film.
"I'm very interested in filmmaking and one
day I'd like to direct feature films," said
Rossbacher. With that dream in mind, he
decided that he would have to start on a smaller level, producing and directing short films.
"Focus" began two Christmases ago with him
and a friend from UVa. "Focus" is a short,
seven minute black and white film set to music
and has no dialogue. Though the film is short,
coming up with a unique idea was not necesContact Tanya Whelly at tmwhelly@libersarily easy.
ty.edu.

Children: Helping through film
"it means what we should be doing what we're
expected to do—the bare minimum of what is
required of being a Christian." He added, "this
is but a fraction of the pain and hurt in this
world," and that when a way to help is "made
into such a tangible form and is so accessible to
students," it was hard for him to imagine why
there weren't more people taking action.
After two months of planning by student
Michael Christmas and a handful of friends,
Christmas was excited about the turnout for
Saturday's GNC. He saw the "Invisible
Children" documentary for the first time this
past summer, and made plans with a buddy of
his to go to Uganda and work in an orphanage
this summer. After that, Christmas hopes to
make it to Gulu, where the "invisible children"
reside.
"You can't learn about love and learn how to
love without community," said Christmas. And
that's exactly what this evening was about.

Continued from page 1

GNC: Raising awareness
bringing with them their documentary, which
by then had already caused a stir in the United
States.
"The sobering reality of this situation is that
the rebels firing the guns were little children,
and the locals passing our gates were also little
children," they wrote in their e-mail home. In
the same e-mail they also describe meeting
Margaret, a woman who had her nose, ears and
lips cut off by LRA rebels. The team said that
rebels will commit these acts of brutality to put
fear into villages, and attack random citizens.
In July 2005, the team returned for a third
trip, screening the documentary in Kampala,
the main city of Uganda. Citizens there had the
chance to see on screen what they know happens, but have possibly never experienced
themselves.
The efforts of Invisible Children, Inc. have
given voice to people that suffer daily, people
they document in several trip e-mails sent over
the course of a year.
What they have seen is representative of all
the citizens of Uganda who are struggling daily
tofindfood, to keep themselves and their loved
ones safe, and to survive another day as free
people. The children who are still being taken,
the children who have already been forced to
fight for a cause they did not agree to, and the
families that have been shattered by the unrest
have been given a voice through "Invisible
Children."
"God is still shedding light in the darkest corners, and allowing us glimpses of the beautiful
complexity of human tragedy, and the opportunity to play a small a role in helping," they
said.

Continued from page 1

Since 1995, the abduction of children has
been widespread, promoted by the Lord's
Resistance Army, a group of guerillas who
oppose the Ugandan government. Under the
direction of Joseph Kovy, the LRA is estimated
to have abducted 20,000 to 50,000 children,
according to the Invisible Children Web site.
An estimated 100,000 people have been killed
by the LRA.
As Russell, Bailey, and Poole journeyed
through Uganda, they met Boni, Tony, Jacob
and Thomas, who are brothers. According to
several e-mail correspondences written by the
three filmmakers, Jacob and Thomas were
taken from their home on one of thousands of
LRA raids. The brothers were forced to watch
as the soldiers killed their older brother. Upon
their escape years later, they found their parents had also been killed. Now they are with
Okot, and are being educated through the
Invisible Children education program.
"They (the children) have nothing, from a
western mindset, to be thankful for - nothing.
So many are being hunted by the rebel army,
by name. But every night they sing, 'Jesus,
you're so good to us, you're so good to us,'" said
the filmmakers in their e-mail on May 6,2003.
The abductions have taken a toll on the
Ugandan people. Children nightly leave their
homes for fear of kidnapping. Called "night
commuters," these children leave home and go
into the city en masse, to sleep in towns that
are barely secure, but depend on "strength in
numbers" to keep them safe. According to
invisiblechildren.com, the city of Gulu receives
approximately 15,000 children every night,
In 2005, the team returned to Uganda,

Effective Auaust 23. 2006:
#1) All resident, commuter
and graduate students
are required to attend
Wednesday convocation
in the Vines Center.
#2) All faculty and staff
must participate in
chapel in the TRBC
sanctuary; convocation
sermon will be heard
via live satellite from
the Vines.

Contact Joanne Tang atjtang@liberty.edu.

FedxKinko's,
Ofe3f#rtCete

"By talking to other people about this and by
writing letters, the goal of tonight is to have our
government take action in northern Uganda,"
said Sophomore Bryan McHenry. McHenry,
joined by a group of friends, walked from
Liberty's campus to spend the night at
Monument Terrace.
"I wanted to get the full experience, or as
much of it as I could, of what children in
Uganda go through," said McHenry. There
were packs of students arriving on foot
throughout the night.
Graduate student Linley Harrison, whose
masters degree is in Children's Ministry, was
heartbroken after she saw the documentary
about the children. "After watching the movie
and seeing what these kids have to go through,
I can't believe that we complain so much in the
United States," said Harrison. She was excited
to see how many students came out despite the
fact that it is the busiest time of the semester.
Contact Huong Nguyen at hnguyen@liberWhen asked what it meant to be a part of the ty.edu.
movement, Junior TeeJay Heaslip answered,
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"By the time the
Reagan Revolution
marched into Washington,
I had the troops I
needed—thanks in no
small measure to the work
with American youth ISI
had been doing since
,1953."
-Ronald Reagan
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COMMENTARY
Grandfather influenced decision to attend Liberty
Liberty isn't necessarily
known for its freedoms. So,
it never surprised me when
people lifted an eyebrow
and asked, "Why did you
pick Liberty?"
There were several reasons.
5 knew I wanted to
attend
a
conservative
Christian school, and I
knew I wanted to go into ahciawotring
journalism. As it happened,
Liberty is one of only a handful of colleges that offers
such a combination. At the time, it was also one of the
cheapest. But the Urgest factor was my grandfather, Dick
Cecrle. (It's pronounced Sekerlee.)
My grandpa stands about 6-foot, l-inch tall and eternally sports a longer version of a high and tight military
haircut. He has what one might think is a beer gut,
though the only thing I ever saw him drink was Diet
Coke. He is a stern man who likes a quiet house. As children, my cousins, my brother and I had no appreciation
for this, and he often hollered at us to pipe down.

But when I was about li years old, we went over to my
grandparents' house for dinner. This was not an uncommon occasion, since we lived only five minutes away and
saw them regularly. But this time, I saw his eyes dance
and his demeanor soften as he told me about one of his
trips to Liberty University.
You see, my grandpa has been on the Board of Regents
at Liberty for the past 15 years. Every homecoming weekend, he and my grandmother would drive 12 hours to
Lynchburg to visit the campus and see what was new. My
grandpa is by no means rich and holds no special clout,
but he is a faithful contributor.
He believes in Dr. Falwell — his unwavering stand in a
world overrun with political correctness and his belief
that if it's Christian, it ought to be better. Once, after an
open-heart surgery, where my grandpa suffered complications and spent three months in the hospital, he
received a call from Dr. Falwell. For weeks he raved
about how, even though Dr. Falwell had a schedule
jammed full and was meeting with the President or hosting a television show, he still took the time to personally
call him and wish him well.
He also believes in Dr. Falwell's dream to have a
"Notre Dame for evangelical Christians." As one who

hails from South Bend, Ind., the home of the Fighting
Irish, he has a special appreciation for what this would
mean and the impact it would have on the world.
So even as a young child, he began telling me' of the
growing campus, the variety of programs, the scientific
research that students got to be a part of, the nursing
program, the sweet voices of the Sounds of Liberty, the
extravagant plays the theater department put on and, his
personal favorite, all the bright and well-mannered students he got to meet on every trip.
My grandpa now is in his 70s with failing health. But
ever since he learned about the school, it has been his
dream to see one of his grandchildren graduate from
Liberty University. That dream will be fulfilled in two
weeks when I get my degree.
This column is supposed to be a senior goodbye column and a chance for me to thank all of the important
people in my life. But right now there's only one goodbye
I'd like to say, and only one person I'd like to thank. My
grandpa.
Contact Alicia Wotring at

aawotring@liberty.edu.

You know you are a senior if...
One week from graduation and senioritis has set
in — big time. After four
years and 20 parking tickets, I am ready for the real
world. In fact, I was ready
about three months ago.
Everything since then has
just been a formality,
which brings me to my next
point. I know top 10 lists robertsisk
are corny, but frankly, I am
a senior and at this point I just want to do the least
amount of work possible. So ladies and gentlemen, I
bring you the top 10 ways you know you are a senior:
1. You have received so many parking tickets you begin
to look for those yellow notes of doom on your car when
you leave Wal-Mart.
2. Eight weeks into the semester, you still don't know
when your classes begin. You just show up and pray that
there was no homework for that day.
3. You still call Campus North "that Ericcson factory,"
or as I like to call it "Campus North, formerly known as

the Main Campus Annex, formerly known as Ericcson,
formerly known as I-did-not-even-know-there-was-abuilding-over-there."
4. You still have nightmares of Danny Lovett's toupee
attacking you and screaming "Jesus is what?" if you did
not memorize your memory verse that day.
5. Instead of doing your homework, you begin to negotiate with your teacher which homework you are and are
not going to do, because after all, you are a senior.
6. You cannot get through a day without saying, "I hate
freshman, I remember when I came here..."
7. There is a pile of khakis sitting in your room left
over from the days when jeans were not allowed. (Yeah,
so the next guy I hear complain about having to cut his
hair, just remember there was a time when you could not
just step out of an American Eagle catalog and come to
class.)
8) Putting soap in the fountain is no longer funny. It is
annoying. Just once I would like to sit by the fountain
and have it working while I am skipping class.
9. Every time you see a freshman you say, "I did not
look that young when I came here," shortly followed by,
"And what happened to the Ashtray (the octagon-shaped

Congratulations on|JQB[9RSvj3^
your graduation
Jenny!
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depression in Fine Arts that was once a student hangout)? Seriously, where did it go? They put soap in the
fountain again and I need somewhere to sit during
CMIS."
10. Lastly you have memorized Dr. Falwell's "BHAG"
and "I walked every foot of this mountain" sermons —
backwards.
OK. That is my last responsibility as Liberty Champion
news editor. I hope you enjoyed it. If not, oh well, I am a
senior.
But all joking aside, I would like to thank a couple of
people. Dr. Lyster, thank you for showing me that writing
is more than just something that teachers do to punish
you. Mrs. Huff, thank you for the guidance you have
given me over the last two years and showing me that a
Christian journalist is not an oxymoron.
Contact Robert Sisk at
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COMMENTARY
Grandfather influenced decision to attend Liberty
Liberty isn't necessarily
known for its freedoms. So,
it never surprised me when
people lifted an eyebrow
and asked, "Why did you
pick Liberty?"
There were several reasons.
1 knew I wanted to
attend
a
conservative
Christian school, and I
knew I wanted to go into aliciawotring
journalism. As it happened,
Liberty is one of only a handful of colleges that offers
such a combination. At the time, it was also one of the
cheapest. But the largest factor was my grandfather, Dick
Cecrle. (It's pronounced Sekerlee.)
My grandpa stands about 6-foot, l-inch tall and eternally sports a longer version of a high and tight military
haircut. He has what one might think is a beer gut,
though the only thing I ever saw him drink was Diet
Coke. He is a stern man who likes a quiet house. As children, my cousins, my brother and I had no appreciation
for this, and he often hollered at us to pipe down.

But when I was about n years old, we went over to my
grandparents' house for dinner. This was not an uncommon occasion, since we lived only five minutes away and
saw them regularly. But this time, I saw his eyes dance
and his demeanor soften as he told me about one of his
trips to Liberty University.
You see, my grandpa has been on the Board of Regents
at Liberty for the past 15 years. Every homecoming weekend, he and my grandmother would drive 12 hours to
Lynchburg to visit the campus and see what was new. My
grandpa is by no means rich and holds no special clout,
but he is a faithful contributor.
He believes in Dr. Falwell — his unwavering stand in a
world overrun with political correctness and his belief
that if it's Christian, it ought to be better. Once, after an
open-heart surgery, where my grandpa suffered complications and spent three months in the hospital, he
received a call from Dr. Falwell. For weeks he raved
about how, even though Dr. Falwell had a schedule
jammed full and was meeting with the President or hosting a television show, he still took the time to personally
call him and wish him well.
He also believes in Dr. Falwell's dream to have a
"Notre Dame for evangelical Christians." As one who

hails from South Bend, Ind., the home of the Fighting
Irish, he has a special appreciation for what this would
mean and the impact it would have on the world.
So even as a young child, he began telling me' of the
growing campus, the variety of programs, the scientific
research that students got to be a part of, the nursing
program, the sweet voices of the Sounds of Liberty, the
extravagant plays the theater department put on and, his
personal favorite, all the bright and well-mannered students he got to meet on every trip.
My grandpa now is in his 70s with failing health. But
ever since he learned about the school, it has been his
dream to see one of his grandchildren graduate from
Liberty University. That dream will be fulfilled in two
weeks when I get my degree.
This column is supposed to be a senior goodbye column and a chance for me to thank all of the important
people in my life. But right now there's only one goodbye
I'd like to say, and only one person I'd like to thank. My
grandpa.
Contact Alicia Wotring at

aawotring@liberty.edu.

You know you are a senior if...
One week from graduation and senioritis has set
in — big time. After four
years and 20 parking tickets, I am ready for the real
world. In fact, I was ready
about three months ago.
Everything since then has
just been a formality,
which brings me to my next
point. I know top 10 lists robertsisk
are corny, but frankly, I am
a senior and at this point I just want to do the least
amount of work possible. So ladies and gentlemen, I
bring you the top 10 ways you know you are a senior:
1. You have received so many parking tickets you begin
to look for those yellow notes of doom on your car when
you leave Wal-Mart.
2. Eight weeks into the semester, you still don't know
when your classes begin. You just show up and pray that
there was no homework for that day.
3. You still call Campus North "that Ericcson factory,"
or as I like to call it "Campus North, formerly known as

the Main Campus Annex, formerly known as Ericcson,
formerly known as I-did-not-even-know-there-was-abuilding-over-there."
4. You still have nightmares of Danny Lovett's toupee
attacking you and screaming "Jesus is what?" if you did
not memorize your memory verse that day.
5. Instead of doing your homework, you begin to negotiate with your teacher which homework you are and are
not going to do, because after all, you are a senior.
6. You cannot get through a day without saying, "I hate
freshman, I remember when I came here..."
7. There is a pile of khakis sitting in your room left
over from the days when jeans were not allowed. (Yeah,
so the next guy I hear complain about having to cut his
hair, just remember there was a time when you could not
just step out of an American Eagle catalog and come to
class.)
8) Putting soap in the fountain is no longer funny. It is
annoying. Just once I would like to sit by the fountain
and have it working while I am skipping class.
9. Every time you see a freshman you say, "I did not
look that young when I came here," shortly followed by,
"And what happened to the Ashtray (the octagon-shaped
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depression in Fine Arts that was once a student hangout)? Seriously, where did it go? They put soap in the
fountain again and I need somewhere to sit during
CMIS."
10. Lastly you have memorized Dr. Falwell's "BHAG"
and "I walked every foot of this mountain" sermons —
backwards.
OK. That is my last responsibility as Liberty Champion
news editor. I hope you enjoyed it. If not, oh well, I am a
senior.
But all joking aside, I would like to thank a couple of
people. Dr. Lyster, thank you for showing me that writing
is more than just something that teachers do to punish
you. Mrs. Huff, thank you for the guidance you have
given me over the last two years and showing me that a
Christian journalist is not an oxymoron.
Contact Robert Sisk at
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"Just about a month from now I'm set adrift,
with a diploma for a sail and lots of nerve for oars."

OPINION

RICHARD HALLIBURTON

Senior Reflections
Remembrances and a message for the future
iv

Here at The Champion, we
have been discussing what we
would write in our senior
"goodbye" columns this week.
A senior goodbye column:
now there's an interesting
concept. I have never been the
kind to look to the past with
the feeling that I am leaving
something behind. On the
davidernest
contrary, I believe we take our
experiences and past with us
wherever we go. With that in mind, I will now set out to
write, what I will instead call, my senior reflection column.
Many of you share my fate as five-year college students. I
think there is nothing wrong with that. In fact, I think I recommend the five-year plan so long as you are an active and
ambitious student and not merely putting off entrance into
the real world. But in spending five years here, I have had
the opportunity to see many things and meet many people.
Although the number of these individuals to far too vast to
quantify, there are a few I would like to personally recognize:
Rev. Jerry Falwell- Although we certainly have our share
of policy divergences, you chased your dream of creating
Liberty University and through that dream I have earned
my bachelor's degree. I recognize that, and I thank you for
following your dreams as I now go to follow mine.
Dr. Brett O'Donnell- for the opportunity to debate for
Liberty, even if it was only for a year. The critical thinking
and research skills I acquired through debate work have
been nothing short of invaluable, and I thank you for that.

Dean George Buzzy- for being the professor who goes at this whole journalism thing, but I grqw due largely to
above and beyond the call of duty. It can hardly be said that your help.
This year's staff- Rob, you know what you mean to me;
Dean Buzzy sees his pupils as mere student I.D. numbers.
I can think of few professors who desire to see growth in I don't have to write it. Little Steph, you're a heck of copy
editor and one smart chick. You'll go far. Leslie the world
their students more than he does.
Grant Rost- our legendary mock trial coach who poured may never get to appreciate all of your artwork, but I do,
hours into teaching us how to act, think, and argue like even if W's smile isn't quite the right size.
Hilary- as I give you my job, I wish you countless inflamattorneys. We may not have won all the hardware, but hey,
matory e mails: they are undoubtedly the best part of havwe were the most ethical and fair team, right?
David and Nancy Ernest, my parents- none of my ing the title "opinion editor." I bequeath to you the arsenal
achievements have been possible apart from what my par- that can be found in my top desk drawer.
My readers- thank you for taking the time to pick up the
ents have done on my behalf. I will always remember my
dad working Saturday nights so that I could play hockey paper and read my rants, but now its time for me to get up
and my mom who always slipped that extra $20 into my on my soapbox just one more time...
My final message to all who read this article is actually
account to get me through the month. Thank you both for
quite simple. It's not conservative, not liberal, not angry
all you've given me.
Rodney Baylor and Jeff Foor- I find it wonderfully ironic and not sympathetic. It is one that I hope we all can relate
that the three random roommates who were haphazardly to. In everything that we do, whether in school or work,
stuck together in 2001, graduate still the best of friends, not remember that we are all part of a much greater scheme
that continues to unfold. The United States remains the sinfour, butfiveyears later. It's been a blast, fellas.
The LU College Republicans- we have had a good several gle greatest country in the world, and by some design, those
years and have made a deep impact in our region. Thanks of us who live here have the privilege of calling ourselves
to Mr. Stephen Witham for his devotion to our group, with- "Americans." On May 13, many of tomorrow's future leadout which we would not exist. Theresa, you've been a huge ers, pastors, businessmen, and patriots will be stepping out
asset this year when leadership grew thin and I greatly of this bubble that is Liberty University. Remember that as
we take our place in history, we must live with integrity and
appreciate it.
Mrs. Debbie Huff- for the opportunity to come onto the leave a legacy of virtue. Our children will be the heirs of our
Champion staff and for her hard work on our behalf. Your precedent, so let us remember that our actions not only
endless hours devoted to our school's paper do not go define the present, they also chart the course for the future
of this great country we call America.
unnoticed.
Chief Wotring- for putting up with my overzealous,
Contact David Ernest at dwernest@liberty.edu.
often times obnoxious opinions. When I started, I was new
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"Working at a missions agency,
helping raise money for missionaries and married with
three or four kids."

"In a full-time teaching position
or getting a graduate degree or
performing professionally and
teaching students privately."

"I have no idea, but in God's
timing, 1 will know."

"Hopefully working in a
church with the youth ministry. I really want to impact
young girls for Christ."

-Jessica Wright, So.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

-Daniel Kent, So.
Fairborn, Ohio

- Paul Webel, Sr.
Morris, Conn.

- Amy Sublett, Jr.
Huntsville, Ala.

"Back in Brazil, doing ministry
through media, married and
with at least one child."

Felipe Santos, So.
Sao Paulo, Brazil

"A pastor of a church."

- Daniel Goble, Fr.
Colville, Wash.
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Matthew Baer
observes Brett
Favre's choice to
return to the NFL
for another year.

LU Professor
receives honor in
the worlcl of martial arts.
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Football team solid as a Rocc - o
By David Thompson
SPORTS RKPORTER

The semester is drawing to a close and
Liberty Athletics did not miss the chance to
generate enthusiasm for one of its sports
before all the students go home for the
summer. The Liberty Flames officially
ended their spring practice schedule by
showing off the veteran, young, and newly
acquired talent on Danny Rocco's football
squad. "Rocco Era" has become a catchphrase among students, signifying the
great shift in attitude from one of disappointment about last season to anticipation of the coming one.
Anticipation could have been the key
word as more than 4,000 students showed
up to Williams Stadium. They were there to
watch the Flames' offense and defense face
off against each other in a series of 80
scripted plays designed to give the fans a
taste of things to expect from the team in
the upcoming season.
This was not a "game" in the general
sense of the word, as there was no time
clock, no tackling, and no on-field
progress. The game was run completely on
a predetermined set of plays in a specific
order. The most unusual thing for the fans
was to watch a play be run successfully,
only to see the ball be spotted somewhere
else on the field, completely unrelated to
the completion of the play. Nonetheless,
the fans enjoyed watching their players
perform.
"I thought the atmosphere was really
good, the energy was really good," said
Head Coach Danny Rocco. "It's obvious
that the administration, the student body,
and the community are behind us right
now."
"They were very excited to have this
number of people here. There was a lot of
energy," said Defensive Coordinator Tom

ALEX TOWERS

AFTERBURN — Liberty University running back Rashad Jennings turns on the jets on his way to the endzone during the Flames' spring tune-up game this past Saturday.
Jennings had a great game, finishing with 16 rushes for 99 yards and two touchdowns. Jennings was also named one of the co-captains for the offensive squad.

Clark. He also added, "this is probably as
efficient as (the players) have been. I didn't
expect it, but it was exciting to see," said
Liberty's Offensive Coordinator Scott
Wachenheim.
The defense shone through most of the
game, stopping several touchdowns as
sophomore Ryan Grieser showed promise

with an interception, the only turnover of
the game. "We moved him over from
offense this spring and we're really excited
about the move," said Clark.
"It was all scripted, so they knew what
was coming," said Brock Smith, one of
Liberty's two main quarterbacks during the
game. He was, however, quick to credit the

defense with being one of the most difficult
defenses to read. "I think this defense that
we have here, seeing it over and over again
is going to be able to help us read other
defenses."
Please see FOOTBALL, Page B2

Baseball avoids sweep at home
By Nick Pierce

ference
standings
(Birmingham-Southern,
Winthrop, High Point and
Three weeks remain in Liberty) were all within 1
the baseball season before 1/2 games of each other.
the Big South Tournament
This weekend's threekicks off at Coastal game series with the firstCarolina
University. place
BirminghamUsually by this time the Southern Panthers at Al
Stadium
standings are beginning to Worthington
shake out, and the seeding would be pivotal for the
is starting to be decided for Liberty Flames as they conthe field of six teams which tend for the conference's
top spot in the standings.
will go to Conway, S.C.
However, this year that is
In the series opener on
not the case at all.
Friday, the Panthers clobComing into Sunday, the bered the Flames for 15
top four teams in the con- runs on 13 hits, while the
Flames committed four
costly errors in a 15-1
trouncing.
Coming off an 18-4 shellacking of the George
Mason Patriots in Fairfax,
Va., on Tuesday, the
Flames' bats went cold on
Friday. The team would
muster only one run in the
first inning while scattering 10 hits throughout the
game
and stranding seven
vs. William and Mary,
base runners.
"They got into our
Sat. 2 p.m.
(bullpen) early and kind of
ran away with it," said
Flames Head Coach Matt
Royer of Friday's loss.
Coastal Carolina,
Starting pitcher Michael
Solbach did not have his
Sat. 1 p.m.
best stuff. He lasted only 2
1/3 innings for Liberty in
the series opener, allowing
eight runs — only four of
Liberty Twilight
which were earned — on
six hits. Solbach would also
Qualifier,
walk five of the 20 batters
he faced.
Thu. 3 p.
While
the pitching
improved in game two on
Saturday, the offense was
still silent. Again, the
Flames were held to only
one run against Panthers
starting pitcher David
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

Life
At

Home. The Birmingham
senior pitched his second
complete game of the season holding Liberty to six
hits and picking up the 4-1
victory. The only run
Home allowed came in the
first inning and was
unearned.
Flames starter Phillip
Thompson would take the
tough-luck loss Saturday.
The senior threw six
innings giving up three
runs — only one of which
was earned — on seven
hits.
Sunday, Liberty managed
to salvage one game of the
series,
downing
the
Panthers 12-5 and avoiding
being swept for the first
time at home all season.
The only time Liberty had

been swept this year was good and we just didn't
on the road
against have
a
very
good
Winthrop in March.
approach," said Grijalva.
The bats came to life on "We were just more patient
Sunday as the Flames at the plate waiting for our
pounded out 17 hits for 12 pitches and our hits were
runs off three Birmingham falling today."
pitchers in the series
Derrick Bennion was
finale.
another
Flame who
"They're a very good hit- enjoyed success from the
ting team," said Panthers plate on Sunday. Bennion
Head Coach Brian Shoop. was also 3-for-5 with an
"We were able to hold them RBI and a run scored.
"I've just tried to relax
down for two days, but that
is very difficult to do three and watch the ball more,"
said Bennion. "I've been
days in a row."
Offensively, the Flames trying to not complicate
were paced by first base- things by doing too much
man Aaron Grijalva. The with my swing."
sophomore went 3-for-5
from the plate with four
RBIs and a run scored.
"The first two pitchers
Please see BASEBALL, Page B3
(of the series) were really

Liberty
Baseball

Softball

Track

>

Al I'X T/OWEBS

SOLO ACT — Third base umpire Tony Cirilli and Birmingham-Southern third baseman Allen Aubin watch as Liberty's
Philip Laurent rounds the bases. Laurent, who blasted a solo home run on Sunday, was 2-3 with an RBI.

Liberty's
Larry
Blair to
test draft
By Matthew Hegarty
SPORTS REPORTER

Last Monday, April 17,
Liberty University's most
visible men's basketball
player put the National
Basketball
Association
office on notice: Junior
Larry Blair is eligible for
the 2006 NBA Draft on
Wednesday, June 28.
In an interview last
Wednesday, Blair was very
optimistic
about his
chances to perform well in
the upcoming NBA predraft camp from June 6-10
in Orlando, Fla. Still, he
understands that because
of where he goes to school,
he will automatically have
to exert more effort. "I
know I have the talent to
play at (the NBA) level,"
Blair said. "I'll just have to
work a lot harder coming
from a smaller Division I
school."
The Charlotte, N.C.,
native expressed his intent
to get stronger before the
camp. He is unsure of all
the drills they will put him
through, but he said that
he has a friend that has
been working out with NBA
players and has given him
a heads-up on some expectations for those players.
Blair mentioned that he
also wanted to "just stay consistent with (his) shooting"
in order to prepare himself
for June 6.
Please see BLAIR, Page B4
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Let's just play the game

Football: Flames' spring
tune-up game a success
from the football team. He then presented
the "Samkon Gado Award" — for the most
The offense put up a respectable show as improved player — to Chris Stokes.
well, with anticipation running high for
The "Luke 2:52 Award" — referencing the
players such as Rashad Jennings and verse "And Jesus grew in wisdom and
Smith. A key problem for the offense was stature, and in favor with God and men" —
that the defense was unable to tackle, was presented to Brock Farrel.
which may have led to a greater feeling of
Rocco then announced the offensive and
security for the offense, hence more relaxed defensive captains for the upcoming seaplay.
son. Defensively, linebacker Manny Rojas
"I think we were all pretty much disap- and lineman Jason Horn were named, as
pointed that we weren't able to go live," were running back Jennings and offensive
said Smith.
lineman Jarrett Winfrey on offense.
"We ran the football well most of the day,
The coaches agreed that this was a satisand when we pass-protected we threw the factory culmination of the spring practices
ball well," said Wachenheim.
up to this point. "We've had very high enerZach Terrell, Smith's chief competitor for gy all spring long and the kids have really
the starting QB position, put up a good responded to what we've asked of them,"
showing, improvising several times when said Wachenheim. "I think the whole
plays were broken up. "(Terrell) did a good spring has been a steady progress," added
job of ad-libbing without hurting the foot- Clark. Rocco summed it up well, admitting
ball team," Wachenheim said.
problems while not downing his team.
"They both took turns making some plays "There's a lot to work on, but I hope we
made a lot of progress out here today, and I
and shining at times," said Rocco.
Former Liberty running back Samkon have a good feeling about where we are
Gado addressed the crowd during halftime. right now."
Rocco then followed up with the presentation of preseason awards. He began by
Contact David Thompson @dbthomppresenting gifts to the graduating seniors son@liberty.edu.
FOOTBALL, continued from B1

ALEX TOWERS

SCRAMBLING — The Flames' defense attacked the offense at Williams Stadium on Saturday, working on plays for fall.

Matthew Baer
The question of why
Brett Favre made the decision to return to the Green
Bay Packers for the 2006
season is one that many
people are pondering.
Favre — who announced
on Tuesday, April 23 that
he will return to the gridiron for another year —
made the right choice, I
believe.
When you are a future
Hall of Famer —as Favre is
— it is the logical choice to
stick around for another
season after you put up the
worst season in your career
during the previous year.
When you take a glance
back at the Packers' 2005
campaign, Favre lost his
top three running backs
and top two receivers to
injuries, plus countless
others. Is it really in question why he did not put up
great numbers?
The reason Liberty grad
Samkon Gado received a
dream-come-true last season was because the Pack
was riddled with injuries.
If you look over the list
of players that spent at
least two weeks injured
during the 2005 season, it
really is absurd.
Favre will turn 37 this
season, but I believe that
age is just a word to him
right now. I think he can
still perform as a solid
quarterback and will have

a much better year this
season — given the numbers from last year, it really will not be that hard.
Favre tossed a career
high 29 interceptions in
'05, which was 12 ahead of
the second highest interception total from last
year.
Although he struggled in
that department last year,
he was still third in the
NFL in total yards passing
and was tied for 10th in
touchdown passes.
Obviously he still hooked
up at a healthy pace with
his receivers, which brings
up the question of accuracy. If Favre had the accuracy to throw almost 4,000
yards to his beleaguered
receiving crew, then why
was his arm so far off that
he threw almost 30 interceptions to
opposing
defenses?
I believe the answer to
that lies in his offensive
line and tight ends.
Although his sack numbers are not that high, we
have to remember who we
are talking about here.
Favre is the king of scramble. He is about as hard to
catch as a chicken running
loose from the henhouse.
In the few games that I
got to see this past season
of the green and yellow,
Favre was rolling out more
than his normal 200 times
per game, and I do not
believe that was drawn
into the playbook.
It seemed to me that his
offensive line was leakier
than the Titanic was
moments before it sank,
which allowed countless
defensive linemen and
linebackers through.
This breakdown of the
line would force "Number

Four" outside the pocket to
make throws on the run.
If you think about it,
even the most accurate
scrambling quarterback is
going to toss a bucket-load
of interceptions if he has to
run on 50 percent of his
passes.
Like the Titanic, the
Pack's season sunk to
depths of despair.
I believe, though, that if
the Packers' line can perform even a smidgen better
in 2006, and the receivers
and running backs that
protect his neck can stay
off the injured list, Favre
cannot help but put up his
normal stellar numbers.
After Favre's announcement to return, the Pack
went out and got Charles
Woodson, and they got
some quality players in the
draft, including former
Ohio State standout linebacker A.J. Hawk.
Green Bay is not going to
compete for the Super
Bowl this year, and that's
not Favre's fault. He really
does not have outstanding
talent surrounding him,
but there is enough talent
to at least compete —
unlike last year, when the
University of Southern
California had a better
chance of winning the
Super Bowl.
I am not saying Favre is
going to have career numbers this year. He could,
but even an average year
will suffice.
I am telling you now,
watch out for the Packers
to be a 9-7 team this year,
which will surprise most
everyone who enjoys of the
NFL.
Contact Matthew Baer
at mdbaer@liberty.edu.
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Lady Flames doused, yet re-ignite at home
By Adam Trent
SPORTS REPORTER

The Lady Flames softball team started the
week out cold, falling 5-0 and 3-1 at Radford
in a doubleheader on Wednesday and then
finishing red hot by burning the
Birmingham-Southern Panthers 2-1 and 9-5
on Saturday.
On Wednesday, the bats of the Lady
Flames were as cold as the temperature. No
Liberty player had gotten a hit off Radford
pitcher Ashley Taylor and the trend continued as junior second baseman Dawn Jeffs
came up to the plate. She kept her eye on the
ball and swung. The bat clanked as it
smacked the ball and was on the ground
screaming toward third base. Highlander
third baseman Alex Roderick could not
cleanly field it, so Jeffs reached first and
successfully thwarted Taylor's attempt at a
perfect game.
Taylor, though, did finish with a no-hitter,
as she kept the Flames hitless through seven
full innings. Roderick's error, the only one
for the Highlanders on the day, kept Taylor
from perfection.
Unfortunately for the Lady Flames, almost
perfect was good enough for the
Highlanders. Radford won 5-0 and handed
the Lady Flames their first conference loss.
In the second game, Terra Lowe appeared
to be Liberty's response to Taylor. Both
teams struggled offensively, as neither one
could get a base hit until Jeffs hit a solo
home run to give the Lady Flames a 1-0 lead.
Then in the bottom of the seventh inning
with Lowe one out away from a no-hitter,
Highlander Cassie Rhodes hit a solo homerun to tie the game at 1-1. Liberty got the
next out to send the game into extra innings.
Radford took advantage of the chance in
the eighth as Anne Tatum hit a two-run
homer to center field giving the Highlanders
a 3-1 win over the Lady Flames.
"We were a better team than that," said
Liberty Head Coach Paul Wetmore. "Terra
Lowe had a near perfect game. That home
run ripped the guts out of us."
"Coach heckled us after losing and we
deserved it," said Lady Flames sophomore
outfielder Shannon McKain. "Practice was
definitely harder after that sweep."
The heckling and harder practices paid off
on Saturday as the Lady Flames swept the
Birmingham-Southern Panthers in a dou-

bleheader. Jeffs got things started for
Liberty in game one in the bottom of the
first. A line drive to left became a run after a
couple throwing errors from the Panthers.
In the top of the third, BirminghamSouthern third-baseman Brooke Reed
reached home to tie things up at one.
In the bottom of the fourth inning,
McKain answered back for Liberty as she
sent the ball out of the ballpark for her fifth
home run of the season.
The Lady Flames held on to a 2-1 lead
going into the top of the seventh. The
Panthers had one out and a player on first
base when Jeffs caught a pop-up and then
tossed the ball to freshman first baseman
Beth Bennett, catching the Panthers' baserunner off guard for the double play and the
win.
In the second game, an inning-ending
double play retired Birmingham-Southern
in the top of the first after the Panthers
scored two runs to take the early 2-0 lead.
In the bottom of the second the Flames
manufactured a run as McKain singled and
Sarah Swor laid down a sacrifice bunt to
advance McKain to second. Beth Hensley
singled to center, advancing McKain to
third. Lowe then swung at a pitch out of the
zone as part of a hit-and-run play with
Hensley. Birmingham-Southern catcher
Jennifer Wellborn made the throw to second, but McKain was able to steal home
while Hensley was called safe at second.
Lowe walked and freshman outfielder
Jessica Leary put down a sacrifice bunt to
advance Hensley and Lowe to second and
third, respectively. Jeffs then drilled the ball
to right, plating Hensley. Lowe attempted to
score also but was nailed at home.
In the top of the third, Wellborn hit a tworun homer to put the Panthers up 4-2.
The Lady Flames answered in the bottom
half of the frame, though, as McKain tripled
and was driven in by Swor. However, the
Panthers still led 4-3.
In the bottom of the fourth, sophomore
catcher Ashley Williams reached on an
error, and junior shortstop Jessica Moore
scored to tie the game at four as Jeffs moved
to second. Williams and Jeffs both came
around to score as McKain blasted a shot
into the right field gap to give the Lady
Flames a 6-4 lead.
Birmingham-Southern's Heather Fox
attempted to get a comeback going for the
Panthers, hitting a home run to start things
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off in the top of the sixth, but that would be
the last run the Panthers would score.
The Lady Flames answered Fox's home
run with one from Williams — her tenth of
the year. After two base hits, McKain drove
one deep into left center, but a diving catch
by Kayla Backlund sent her back to the
dugout. Then Lowe stepped up to the plate
and drove in junior pinch runner Erica
Rasmussen and Hensley to give Liberty a 95 lead.
The Lady Flames were able to hold off the
Panthers in the top of the seventh for the
win and doubleheader sweep.
"That was big today. We are now in a tie
for first place. More importantly, though,
was the fact that we played well," said
Wetmore.
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"I am defihitely ready to go play Coastal
(Carolina) and Winthrop," said McKain.
"You sweep a doubleheader and you feel like
you can beat anyone. It was a total team
effort today. I am proud of my teammates."
Before Coastal Carolina and Winthrop,
McKain and the Lady Flames will do battle
with the number 21 Virginia Tech Hokies on
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in a non-conference
doubleheader.
Their shot at the Coastal Carolina
Chanticleers comes on May 6 at 1 p.m. The
Winthrop Eagles then fly up to Lynchburg on
May 8 to take on Liberty in the final home
doubleheader of the year starting at 3 p.m.
Contact Adam Trent at jatrent@liberty.edu.
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ADAM BISHOP

SAFE AT HOME—Junior Beth Hensley, who scored twice during the game, glides home safely as the Flames collected a
9-5 win in the second game of a doubleheader against the Birmingham-Southern Panthers.

Baseball: The Flames avoid a
sweep, but drop two of three

BIG SGI

BASEBALL, continued from B1

AI.KX TOWERS

GET ON YOUR HORSE — Sophomore first-baseman Aaron Grijalva gets waved home during Friday's disappointing loss
to the Birmingham-Southern Panthers. Grijalva hit .364 during the series with five RBIs and two runs scored.

Bennion started off the
season in right field for
Liberty. That position of
late has been patrolled by
Phil John.
After seeing limited
action for the last month,
Bennion has made the
most of his recent opportunities in center field. The
junior started the final two
games in center for the
Flames. So far, it has been
an adjustment he has not
seemed to mind.
"In the fall I worked all
over the outfield because I
never know where I'm
going to play," said
Bennion. "During batting
practice I try to stay sharp
and get reads from all over
the field."

Flames starting pitcher
Dustin Umberger was not
stellar, but he got the job
done.
The
freshman
pitched 6 1/3 innings
Sunday, allowing
five
earned runs while scattering eight hits.
"He's been really big for
us the last couple of weekends," said Grijalva of
Umberger's performance.
"When he hits his spots
he's a really good pitcher."
With
Sunday's
win,
Umberger ups his record to
2-1 on the season.
Liberty now sits at 33-13
overall, 11-7 in Big South
action, with nine games
remaining until the Big
South Tournament
in
Conway.
This week the Flames
will hit the road to take on
Virginia Tech in a non-con-
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ference game in Blacksburg
on Wednesday. First pitch
is scheduled for 7 p.m.
Liberty returns home on
Saturday for one game with
William and Mary scheduled to begin at 2 p.m.
Both games can be heard
on 90.9 FM, "The Light,"
WWMC Lynchburg.
Contact Nick Pierce at
npierce@liberty.edu.
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Blair: Blair hopes to be selected
in the June 28 NBA entry draft
BLAIR, continued from B1

He plans to work on his
quickness and to "get in
more of a defensive mindset
before the camp."
He is relatively small for a
point guard. However, if the
2005-06 season is any indication, his size will not be
much of an issue - according
to www.libertyflames.com,
Blair averaged almost 23
points per game. His agility
was plainly evident on the
court as was his ability to
captain a team without senior leadership.
Blair pointed out that his
small size would be an asset
in the pre-draft camp. "I'm
quick enough to go past two
or three positions, like shooting guards or small forwards," he said. "I can use
(my
size)
to
my

advantage...For the most
part, people my height don't
have my jumping ability. I
can shock some people.
Since they're my size, I can
do things they don't think I
can do."
He is content to try his best
and display his skills to
scouts in hopes of getting
drafted. "It would be a blessing to get picked up by any
team," he said. "If I had a
choice, it would be Charlotte,
just because it's my hometown - but it really doesn't
matter to me."
Blair said that in order to
not jeopardize his eligibility,
he has not contacted coaches, managers, or team associates. In addition, he did not
hire an agent, and that action
will serve as a contingency
plan for him to possibly
return to Liberty for a senior
season if he does not suffi-

ciently impress the NBA
scouts on hand in Orlando.
He said his teammates and
coaches were very supportive
of his decision. "People
around school told me they
would be praying for me,
that they support me 100
percent. I'll just take that and
put it in my bag and keep
(the prayers) on my heart
when I'm trying to go for it."
Regardless of the outcome
this June, Blair affirmed that
he fully intends to complete
his degree in sports management. "That's something that
can never be taken away," he
said. "I take pride in that. I
always look at (my degree) as
something that is beyond
what any sport can do."
Contact Matthew Hegarty
at mjhegarty@liberty.edu.

All in the Family: sis-

ters and teammates
Matthew Hegarty
SPORTS REPORTKR

In the Love household, softball is a family affair.
Sisters Sarah and Rachel
Love both play on the Liberty
University Softball squad.
Sarah, a junior, plays second
and third base, while Rachel, a
sophomore, is a utility outfielder for the Flames.
In an interview, on
Wednesday, April 19, after the
team won both games of a
home doubleheader against
Lynchburg College, both girls
affirmed that their competitive spirit did not extend to
rivaling with each other.
Rachel remarked, "I wouldn't

Rachel Love
say that there was a whole lot
of competition between us."
Sarah agreed. "Even when one
sat and one played, we would
always help each other," she
said.
Both Sarah and Rachel
played softball year-round in
their home state of Colorado
with the Pony Express, a local
traveling team. Not surprisingly, they both graduated
from the same high school as
well - Ponderosa High School
in Parker, Colo.
The path the sisters took to
come to Liberty was an interesting one. "(Rachel) went to a
college fair her junior year and
found out that Liberty played
D-I sports and they were
Christian, and I (said), 'No
way!'" Sarah recalled. "I didn't
believe it until we called the
coach, and we said, 'Do you
really play D-I softball?' He
said yes, they did...I got a
video together and sent it and

Budo International Hall
of Fame calls LU professor
By Amy Field
SPORTS REPORTER

Professor James Schoffstall, an instructor
here at Liberty University, teaches Karate,
Taekwondo, Combat Hapkido and Kickboxing.
He has just been nominated for induction into
the Budo International Hall of Fame - his
nomination is for Achievement in Martial Arts.
The ceremony will be held in New York on
June 17.
Budo International is the leading martial
arts magazine in the world. It is published in
seven languages and distributed throughout
60 countries, making Schoffstall's recognition
by the prominent Hall of Fame a great mark of
respect. Individuals are nominated by the head
of each separate style of martial arts, such as
Taekwondo or Karate or Hapkido. Those who
are chosen are recognized for having made
great progress and accomplishments in that
style of martial arts. The head of the Hapkido
system, John Pellegrino, nominated Schoffstall
for Achievement in Martial Arts.
"I teach Karate, a combination of Karate and
Kickboxing, as well as Taekwondo," Schoffstall
said. "(I also teach) Combat Hapkido, and it's
the work I've done getting that here at the university and recognized as a university course,
that played a lot into my nomination." Many
students are involved in Schoffstall's KINE
233: Karate/Kickboxing and KINE 234:
Hapkido/Self-Defense classes during the
school year.
Although he was involved with high school
and college wrestling, Schoffstall did not get
into martial arts until he went to college in
1992.
"I studied a few different forms (in college),
because what works well for one person may
not for another. It's because of how your body's
designed," Schoffstall said. "The Hapkido system fits me really well," he explained. "It really
doesn't matter how big or small you are. You

use a lot of leverages and motion, not so much
strength and size." Students in Schoffstall's
Combat Hapkido class also learn to defend
themselves with an unexpected yet very normal household item - a cane.
"The cane is the only real offensive weapon I
teach, just because it's legal to take anywhere,"
said Schoffstall. 'You can take a cane into a federal building, onto an airplane...you can't do
that with other martial arts things. You can't do
that with nunchucks or you'll get arrested."
Schoffstall has a bachelor's degree and a
master's degree in exercise science, which
complement the area of martial arts in a very
practical way.
"You learn about anatomy, physiology,
nerves, muscles, bones, and in all these (martial arts) programs you learn how to manipulate the body for self-defense," Schoffstall said.
Aside from working on physical offenses and
defenses, Schoffstall said that martial arts are
great for toning up inner strengths as well.
"Most martial arts will have a premium combination of coordination, balance and
body control," Schoffstall said. "Some people
get into it just for fitness but some people get
into it just to get more coordinated. It's like any
other sport activity." He said that after watching students over just a few semesters in his
classes he can see obvious improvement in
their coordination and movement control.
With his induction into the Budo
International Hall of Fame, Schoffstall's name
will be recognized both in Budo International's
magazine and on the publication's website.
Schoffstall will also be presented with an award
at the ceremony in June.
"It's nice to get recognized by your
peers for achievements just like anything else,"
Schoffstall said. "And the students appreciate
that as well - their teacher has been recognized
by somebody important. It's an honor."

Sarah and Rachel still find
time for fun. The sisters are
roommates, which makes living together that much easier.
"It's kind of nice, because
when you really want to say
something, you can," Sarah
said.
The Love sisters also have
Contact Amy Field at afield@liberty.edu.
an affinity for classic movies.
"We love old movies," Sarah
said. "That's all our collection
is in our dorm room." They
particularly enjoy the Alfred
Hitchcock film "North by
Northwest" and love Ingrid
Berman and Cary Grant
movies. Speaking of love,
Sarah has found time for the
romantic kind - her nowfiance, junior Dan Knight,
proposed to her on Sunday,
April 16.
The Apostle Paul said at the
end of I Corinthians 13, "The
greatest of these is love."
Tongue-in-cheek, it would be
hard to determine which Love
he was writing about - as the
record has shown, competiSarah Love
tion is not an issue for either
dent-athlete is missing so of them.
much class. Except for a track
and field athlete, Sarah said,
ADAM BISHOP
Contact Matthew Hegarty
PINNED DOWN—Professor James Schoffstall shows his moves against a student.
she is the first athlete that the at mjhegarty@liberty.edu.
music program has had - and
she is required to log 12 hours
of practice per week. When
she adds to that thrice-weekly
workouts at 5:30 a.m. in the
•Deluxe Amenities
weight room, the stress just
• Business Center
• Walk to shops/restaurants
piles on.
•Pet-Friendly
• Gym & Pool
• Nature Trails
Rachel is no different. She
•12 & 6 Month Leases
• Convenient to Campus • 2 & 3 Bedroom Homes
has a double major in secondary education and combined
history and Spanish. She also
mentioned the difficulty of
keeping up with her course
load. "This year, we've missed
the equivalent of six weeks of
Tuesday/Thursday classes,"
she said. Still, though, both
L I V I N (i
C O M M U N I T V
find time to get everything in.
As for their future careers,
Move-in specials when you present a Liberty ID!
both girls said that they would
like to teach but are content to
TETRA
companies
go wherever they are placed.
Another Quality Community By:
Even though their time is
consumed by their sport,
www.WyndhurstVillas.com • 434-832-1151 • 301 Northwynd Circle, Lynchburg VA

then I came on a visit."
Sarah was impressed with
how well the team meshed
together and so she "decided
to give it a shot." After she
accepted a spot on the team,
she compelled Rachel to follow her. "I looked at some
other places, and then she
called me and was like, 'You
have to come.' I did the same
thing and ended up coming,"
Rachel said.
Now that they are at
Liberty, the girls find that they
don't have time for much else
besides softball. Sarah, a
music education major who
has been playing piano for
over 10 years, finds that the
worst part about being a stu-

Brand New Apartments Close to Campus Opening this August

W Y N D H U R S T VILLAS

Nationally recognized communications/contact management company
serving the world's largest ministries,
charitable, and humanitarian organizations is seeking experienced, professional staff. You must have good telereach • touch • grow
phone voice, excellent schedule
adherence, passion to serve customers, We offer reasonable pay and an
opportunity to make a real difference in the world! The following positions are
available:
C o m m u n i c o t o r s . Answer inbound calls; process requests for resources; take
donations; some prayer calls. Sunday required: 7am-12noon, 6:45-9pm; plus
weekdays from 7am-5pm or weeknights from 1 lpm-7am. FT, PT, and week-end
only schedules available. Starting pay: $8.50-9.00/hr. Opportunity for performance & retention bonuses up to $500/month.
T e l e m a r k e t e r s . Make calls to individuals and businesses. Prior telephone sales
experience helpful. Two shifts needed: M-F 9am-5pm; a n d M-F 4pm-12midnight.
Starting pay: $9/hr. Opportunity for performance & retention bonuses up to
$500/month.
H o m e Workers. Take and/or place calls from home. You provide PC (W2K or
XP), analog phone line (no VoIP service), and hi-speed internet (cable, DSL, or
Satellite). We provide training. Greater flexibility in hoursthan our call center
jobs. Pay: $0.20/minute.

INSERVICE

Moving Back Home?
Call to reserve your truck or van today.

Part-time Salespeople
Needed!
Storefront sales p o s i t i o n s ,
Flexible
Schedule,
Commission
sales
Excellent earning potential. Earnings paid weekly,
sales experience preferred
but not essential, training
and equipment provided.
Call the N e w s & Advance
385-5432 or apply at 101
Wyndale Dr. Lynchburg

10% off one-way
rentals with this ad.
18 year old drivers
at no extra fees.
Free unlimited
mileage on
PtNSKt

one-way rentals.

Truck Rental

Bill Dye Auto Sales
Fax resume and cover letter to 434-316-7407, Attn: HR. Or complete applications
at 129 Vista Centre Drive, Forest, VA 24551

21061 Timbering Hd/lynchburg, VA 24502

(434) 237-8085

m m

Champion
Classifieds

www.GoPenske.com

m

Looking for a storage solu>
tion? See our ad on page A3
Interested in placing an ail or
classified in the Champion?
Please call 434-582-2128 for
more information.
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Did you know?
Cooking peanut butter at 3000 degrees Fahrenheit under more
than one million pounds of pressure per square inch will turn the
ordinarily dull sandwich spread into diamonds.

Quote of the week:
"Men are so necessarily mad, that not to be mad
wouldamount in another form of madness."
— Blaise Pascal
17th Century mathematician and philosopher

— www.pbs.org

One-year anniversary of LU student's
death in Afghanistan War

was struggling with trying to figure out what
she wanted to do with her life...she wanted to
do something to make something of herself."
After basic training, Kayla often asked
Chrystal if she regretted her decision of joining. "I don't know," Chrystal would say. "Ask
me again when I get out."
my
mom—but
Chrystal
never
came
to
mind.
By Marcelo Quarantotto
UFE! EDITOR
"But she did tell my brother that if she
I did not think, 'Something has happened to
Chrystal,' because nothing was going to hap- were to die overseas and someone would get
hursday, April 7, 2005. Liberty pen to Chrystal...It's interesting because saved because of it, she wanted God to take
University psychology major Kayla when people say, 'It won't happen to me,' her life," says Kayla.
Powell sat at her computer having a they really don't believe it will—but when it
Chrystal came to intimately know Jesus
conversation with a girl she and her brother does, it really hits you hard."
Christ during September of 2002. Although
had befriended named Kristen. Kristen sent
After crying for awhile and not knowing Kayla is uncertain of Jeremiah's salvation,
Kayla a message stating that the three of why, she began asking Heath a bit more she knows that Sonya is now a Christianthem—Kristen, Kayla and Heath, Kayla's forcefully as to why he was so upset. He told she is the wife of Kayla's brother Shane and a
brother—needed to get together to do some- her that a helicopter went down in mother of two.
thing.
Afghanistan, a helicopter containing Chrystal • Being a pastor, Kayla's father had often
As she was getting dressed, another IM Stout—their adopted sister.
attended Super Conference at Liberty
window popped up. It was Heath.
For the first four years of Kayla's life, she University and always talked about the
"Meet me outside your dorm," the mes- and her family resided in Alaska, where her school. In October 2003, Kayla decided to
sage stated.
parents were missionaries. They came back attend College for a Weekend and come the
Kayla proceeded to tell him that she had from Alaska to Greenville, S.C., due to her following spring semester, she was residing
spoken to Kristen not too long ago about get- grandmother's failing health. The Powells in Dorm 3.
ting together.
"Before then, I had never been anywhere
but
home with my family," she says. "So
"I'm picking her up on the way—meet me
"It's interesting because when
between October and December, I struggled
outside your dorm."
people say 'It won't happen to with knowing that I should come to LU."
Brushing her hair, getting dressed and
doing whatever else she needed to do to be me,' they really don't believe it
After being at Liberty for a semester, Kayla
ready for the forthcoming activities, Kayla
encouraged Heath and Chrystal to enroll.
will—but when it does, it really They both decided to apply and a week after
excitedly hurried to get out the door. Kayla
hits you hard."
loves her brother, and the idea of spending
receiving acceptance letters, Chrystal also
time with him and Kristen was, to her,
received her deployment orders. Not letting
Kayla Powell
CHRYSTAL'S SISTER
"amazing."
that get in the way of her plans, she enrolled
in Liberty's Distance Learning Program.
"Someone came up to me and said,
Before leaving for Afghanistan in 2004,
'Someone's at the door.' I remember being had planned on returning to the mission field
so excited, and I walked out to see Heath and after her father's mother passed away, but as Chrystal decided to travel and see loved ones.
Kristen standing outside—it was slightly Kayla explains it, God led her dad to pastoral After making a few stops in various parts of
the eastern part of the country, she stayed at
raining—and they were both looking down ministry.
towards the ground. I walked out smiling,
In 1994, her dad began a church, called a hotel in Lynchburg for a few days to visit
looked at them, and they looked at each New Hope. Her other brother Shane is now with Heath and Kayla.
other."
"That time was my best and last memory
the senior pastor and her father is an elder.
"When my brother cries," she continues
Chrystal, who was born on August 21, with Chrystal. The three of us were the closwhile pointing near her eyes, "he gets red 1981, would now be 24 years-old. Chrystal est friends ever. We didn't even have to do
right here, and when I looked at him I could grew up without knowing her birth father anything—just the three of us hanging out in
tell that he had been crying."
and her mother married a man named Tony a hotel room...Just [her] being there with us
"I asked him, 'What's going on,' and they and bore Sonya and Jeremiah—Chrystal's let us know that she cared...She actually got
fired from her job at General Electric for
[again] looked at each other. Heath took a half-siblings.
breath to talk and he just started crying a lot.
"When her [Chrystal's] stepdad and moth- going on that [trip]," says'Kayla.
When Chrystal was in Afghanistan, her
This made me cry because I didn't know what er got divorced," says Kayla, "her mother
was going on; I didn't know if something had decided that she didn't want her three chil- official duties dealt with communications
% happened to my newborn nephew, my dad, dren anymore. Her stepdad then moved to between allies and different bases. There
Greenville with Chrystal, were certain instances where the Powells
wouldn't receive emails or phone calls for
Sonya and Jeremiah."
At the time, the Powells had extended periods of time, conveying the fact
family that lived next to that she was involved in some sort of mission
Chrystal, her siblings, and that she could not discuss. Chrystal would
stepfather. Heath went to visit often call and tell Kayla how she couldn't
his cousin on one occasion wait until she could get home and have Kayla
and, as Kayla conveys, "came play with her hair and scratch her head as
into a situation with [Chrystal] she had done so many times before while
and her stepfather was kind of talking for hours in Chrystal's bed.
throwing her around. Heath
Chrystal was also planning two trips
brought her to our house when home, one that would have been two weeks
she was 15 and she had been long and surrounding Kayla's 21st birthday
there ever since...So we don't this past July, and also one this upcoming
consider her 'not my sister'— summer (which would have been after the
she is my sister." The Powells end of her military service) with Kayla to
eventually adopted Chrystal Ireland—a place of interest for Kayla since
officially and Sonya unofficial- she was 15.
On Wednesday, April 6, 2005, Chrystal
iy.
boarded
one of two Chinook helicopters that
In August 2001, Chrystal
were
employed
to fix some of the communisigned up for the Army
cation
paraphernalia
that had been malfuncNational Guard as a way to get
tioning.
On
their
way
back to the airbase in
away from some things she
Bagram,
they
were
caught
in a sandstorm
had been dealing with. "She
that
was
considered
by
authorities
to be
was in a relationship for six
years and the guy decided that nothing unusual. The first helicopter made it
he didn't love her anymore," through, but the second went down with
says Kayla. "So between that Chrystal Stout inside.
Chrystal was actually not supposed to be
PHOTO PROVIDED and a few other things like
SISTERS — Kayla, right, and her adopted sister Chrystal were close friends, having a rough childhood, she in the helicopter and was only able to board

SOLDIER —Army
Spc. Chrystal
Stout posing in
uniform.
Stout died in
Afghanistan on
April 6,2005.
During this time,
she was enrolled
in LU's Distance
Learning Program.
Stout was from
Greenville, S.C.,
and is deeply
missed by her sister Sonya, brother
Jeremiah, and the
Powells—the family who adopted
her during Stoufs
teenage years.
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LIFE! REPORTER
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s the semester draws to a
close and students are gearing up for finals, many of us
will be spending all-nighters in the
computer lab, setting up shop at
Panera or Starbucks, or ordering a
midnight pizza in an attempt to stay
awake and get our studying done.
Perhaps for you, finals are something
you don't really get stressed about,
although you never do quite as well
as you wish you did. Or the thought
of a final exam that is worth 20 percent of your grade for the semester

brings to your mind fear that can
only be likened to the trepidation
that would exist if you were to tiy to
outrun a wild animal. Either way,
you could benefit from some testtaking tips given by the Center for
Multicultural Enrichment.
Last Monday, Steve Hillis,
Associate Dean of the Center for
Multicultural Enrichment, presented
a seminar with ten tips for test-taking. Hillis began the seminar by asking the question, "Why should you
care about your grades?" He proceeded to remind the students in
attendance that good grades honor
God, honor parents and their mone-

tary sacrifice, give the opportunity to
justify the expense (time and money)
and help with marketability in the
future job market.
Hillis' ten tips for test-taking are
as follows:
1. Budget your time to give yourself adequate study time. Start studying a few days before the day of the
test. The bigger the test, the more
time you need to review the material.
Prioritize which tests are more
important. Put them on a visible calendar so you have a visual record.
2. Ask questions of the professor
about anything that is unclear to you.
Also look at other tests you have
already had from your instructor to
see how he or she tests. What kinds
of questions seem to be used?
Finally, find a student who is doing
well in this professor's class and ask
to study with him or her.
3. Form a study sheet with the
most important information on it to
refer to while studying. Use markers
to highlight important material. For
rote memoiy material, type or write
out important material at least five
times. Remember, PRACTICE
MAKES PERMANENT.

PHOTO PROVIDED

because one of the soldiers already on it
ended up not going. She also went because
she had a fear of flying and was trying to do
things that she usually was not too fond of. "I
know that it was not an accident," says Kayla.
"Everything happens for a reason.
"I just freaked out, basically. Heath and
Kristen were crying, I dropped my purse and
everything in my hands, and just fell to the
ground. My phone began ringing. Heath
picked it up and walked off while Kristen
comforted me through my screaming and
crying."
Heath eventually came back and handed
Kayla the phone with their mother on the
other line. They discussed plans for going
home for the weekend, and it came to pass
that she was to spend some time with a
friend off campus until another friend was
able to give Kayla a ride home on her way to
Georgia.
The funeral process took about two weeks;
Chrystal's remains didn't arrive in South
Carolina until a week and a half after her
death, and the closed-casket funeral was held
a few days later. "I stayed at home and cried
a lot during those two weeks. Her room was
right across from mine and I kept her door
shut...It was really hard," says Kayla.
"The week before the anniversary of her
death, all I did was cry," says Kayla while
clutching the neatly-folded toilet-tissues she
brought with her. "I can't believe I'm doing
so well today. I guess talking about it helps.
When you talk about it, it's easier. Just sitting and thinking about it is really hard."
Not that she had not before, but Kayla has
an exceedingly strong respect for the military. "It takes a very unique person to go and
know that you could die at any moment. I
just wish that people would understand that
people have a choice. There's no reason to get
mad at [President] Bush or anybody else—
[the soldiers] have a choice. So, even if you
are not for the war, you should appreciate
those who go and have the courage to fight."
Contact Marcelo
Quarantotto
mquarantotto@liberty.edu.

4. Join a study group with other
students to discuss the information
and quiz each other. This will help in
retention by adding other's perspectives (memory pegs) that you can
"hang" the information on. Ask different group members to explain
harder concepts in several different
ways.
5. Break study sessions into manageable time segments. It will be easier to remember what you study
when you focus for shorter periods of
time (45 minutes to 1 hour). Do not
cram! Reward yourself after study
blocks. Go exercise, watch TV, eat
some chocolate or call a friend for a
SHORT time (half an hour) before
hitting the books again.
6. Do not pull an all-nighter. Get
a good night's sleep before the test.
Eight hours is the recommended
standard for college students. If
you've been neglecting sleep your
body will need more to catch up on
lost sleep. Understand your body's
unique need for sleep. Take a powernap if needed.
7. Eat a healthy meal before the
test. Fruit, honey and other foods
with natural sugars are best. Foods

at

or drinks with artificial sweeteners
will give you a temporary jolt but
then your body will crash. Hunger
pangs will distract you during testing
and will impair your focus.
8.) Arrive at the test site early so
that you can organize yourself. Bring
at least two pens so that if one stops
working you have a spare. Be prepared with pencils, paper, calculator,
books (if appropriate), etc.
9.) While taking a test, first do a
quick scan of the whole test, especially if the instructor tells you to
do it. See where the bulk of the credit is given and what type of questions
are used. Do the questions that you
are most confident in to get yourself
started. You do NOT have to do all
the test sections in order. Often, you
will find answers to earlier questions
in a later section of the test.
10.) Relax! Take deep breaths to
relax tense muscles. Repeat this
throughout the test to remain calm
and make more energy available for
remembering, thinking, and writing.
Contact Hilary Sutton
hlsutton@liberty.edu.
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Meet Felicia Mongeon, one of Liberty University's
high-flying female aviation majors
By Joy Abbott
LIFE! REPORTER

he light brown wood of the
furniture sets off the green
curtains in the front bedroom. A few pictures of her family
and boyfriend are artfully arranged
around a mirror on the dresser top.
The closet is filled with high heels
and cute dress shirts. Most of her
shirts are from her favorite store,
The Limited. She works there in the
summer to earn money and to get a
discount on the clothes.
Downstairs the furniture is
uniquely placed, inviting guests to
come in and sit and share one of the
three-course meals she is known
for creating for her friends. In the
coat closet, along with the artificial
Christmas tree and the grill that
she and her roommates never use,
hangs one of her prized possessions. Made out of soft brown
leather, her bomber jacket was a
Christmas gift from her parents.
Meet Felicia Mongeon, one of
the few female aviation majors at
Liberty University. In a world when
feminists have fought for equal
rights, aviation is one of the few
fields that is still predominantly
comprised of males.
According to American Airlines,
in 2002 roughly n percent of
America's 30,000 pilots were
female. According to the Aviation
Enrollment Office, roughly 15 of
Liberty's 100 aviation majors are
female. So what is it like to be a
female in a male-dominated field of
study?
Like many female pilots, Felicia
has known for a long time that she
wanted to fly. "I was always interested in cars and planes," she said. "I
actually decided I wanted to be a
pilot when I was around 10 or 12. My
dad was OK with it; my mom was
worried because it was dangerous."

T

Though
her
peers may have
ridiculed her and
her family suggested that she go into
interior design or
be a chef, Mongeon
entered
Liberty
University in 2004
as an aviation
major.
Despite
some
resistance
from
those she grew up
with, Mongeon had
no problem moving
into the role of
future pilot once
she came to college.
"The
aviation
department
was
very supportive.
They want girls in
their
program,"
said
Mongeon.
According to her,
the males in the
program are very

look or act like a guy
because I'm in a 'guys
major. People tend to be
shocked more than anything," said Mongeon.
Anyone
who
knows
Mongeon would describe her as
anything but manly. Danielle
Ballard, Mongeon's best friend
from back home in DC, described
her as being "simple sophisticate,
but still glamorous." Mongeon's
friend's older sisters are even
known to call her for fashion
advice. Last summer, she was
trained to be a personal style assistant at an upscale clothing store
back home.
Mongeon does, however, understand the difference between the
mall and the airpark. "When I work
on a plane, my nails are painted
and I'm not in stilettos," she said
laughing.
As for a female not being able to
be as good of a pilot as a man, those
in the field say that's also a nonissue. "I haven't noticed any differPHOTO PROVIDED a c c e p t i n g . S h e s a i d
ence," said Kurt L. Reesman, an
FLYGIRL Felicia Mongeon, above, is one of LU's few female avi- s n e f ee ] s c o m f o r t - aviation professor and Assistant
ation majors.
able around them Chief Flight Instructor. "I have
In her high school speech class, when they spend time together. flight time with female pilots in Tshe gave a persuasive speech in "There were a few guys who were 37s, F-15S, and general aviation airsupport of women flying in the mil- like, 'You are a girl. You can't do craft and I've seen no difference."
itary. Though this was a rather this,' but you will get that from anyThe female students do indeed
unpopular stance at her conserva- where." For the most part, she says, have the support of the aviation
tive Christian high school, the males in the program are very staff. Ernie Rogers is the Chairman
Mongeon refused to give up her respectful.
of the department and the
dream. "It wasn't really acceptable
Anthony Eugene Beckles Jr. is a Department of Aviation Chief
in my family, so I was going to be a senior in the aviation department Flight Instructor. He would like to
FACS major," said Mongeon. "I as well as a flight instructor. "I see the percentage of females in the
fought with my parents over the think having girls in the program is field of aviation grow. "The indusissue all through high school." Mrs. great. It adds more diversity to the try needs females; it's always been
Mongeon finally gave her blessing field so that it's not just male-dom- male dominated. The industry is
when her daughter was a sopho- inated. Adding diversity to the pilot desperately seeking qualified
more. However, the next day was group is a cool thing," said Beckles. females," said Rogers. He did
September 11th and the blessing
Even so, female aviation stu- . emphasize, however, that just like a
was immediately revoked. It wasn't dents do still face certain stereo- male student, the female students
until the time she was a senior that types.
must go through intensive training.
Mongeon secured her family's
"I get a lot of people who are surMongeon agreed that young aviapproval.
prised because they expect me to ation students have to prove them-

selves. "It's not
necessarily a girl thing,
but as a pilot you have to show you
know what you are doing. It's not a
guy, girl thing. We all started from
the basics. We all have to prove
ourselves," she said.
The aviation field seems to be
greeting female pilots with open
arms, and society seems to be
warming up to them as well. There
are still challenges, however.
Mongeon originally wanted toflyin
the military, but she has given up
that dream to pursue either commercial or law enforcement flying,
and alhough she wanted to fly on
rescue missions rather than be a
fighter pilot, she still knew that
being in the military would put
strain on her family.
Rogers admits that any'kind of
flying can present difficulties. "The
challenge is the fairly rigorous
lifestyle," he said. "You are on the
road a lot. If you have a family, that
can present challenges. The unique
challenge is the schedule—it's not a
nine to five."
Despite the misconceptions, the
challenges, and the intense training
involved, the female aviation students at Liberty University do not
seem to be discouraged.
Sophomore Monica Paladini, an
aviation major from Modesto,
Calif., seemed to sum her major up
the best, "Female pilots are go getters. They are risk takers and they
are the kind of girls who like rollercoasters, driving fast, and don't
mind getting a little bit dirty. But
other than that, we're just normal
girls doing what we love."
Contact
Joy
Abbott
at
jlabbot@liberty.edu.
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